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CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT LIST 
for the 

2ND US Cavalry, Co. A  /  9TH VA Cavalry, Co. D 
 
 

The enclosed lists were prepared by the 2ND US CAVALRY / 9TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY in January 1997 and 
last updated in January 2005. We do not claim that these lists are the "absolute truth" or that further research 
will not bring new information, and we encourage any suggestions and/or corrections. However, we feel that 
these lists provide a good description of the equipment that was available, and used, by these two units during 
the war years. Since our unit’s Union impression is of a regular cavalry regiment, we closely model our 
uniforms and equipment after what was issued and “regulation” for the time. Our confederate impressions allow 
a much greater range, and freedom for uniform and equipment. We recognize that once military units (even the 
regulars) got away from the garrison and into the field, the officers and men would often depart from the 
regulations as written. Therefore, allowances are made to permit the use of non-issue items, and even some 
civilian equipment in the field. 
 
It is difficult to say that this or that item was or was not used by a certain company or regiment during the war.  
Very few detailed photographs and accurate descriptions exist.  As living history interpreters, we must rely on 
the regulations of the period and the information that is available in books and journals. We then must make 
intelligent decisions on what is "correct" for our impression. The two main references used were The Revised 
Regulations for the Army of the United States, 1861 and Robert K. Krick’s history, 9TH Virginia Cavalry. 
 
The 2ND Dragoons were re-designated the 2ND U.S. Cavalry in August 1861. At that time there were several 
changes in the regulation uniforms and equipment. However, the older Dragoon items were not discarded and 
continued in use until they became unserviceable. It is appropriate to use a smattering of these earlier items, 
even for late war events, especially if your impression is of a veteran solider with prior Dragoon service. 
 
Since the regular army held their members to a much stricter standard, the clothing and equipment for our union 
impression will be covered first, and the confederate items will be covered toward the end of the lists. 
 
Troopers in the 2ND US CAVALRY / 9TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY are required to conform with this list for 
their clothing and equipment for their impressions.  The items listed in Part I, Enlisted Campaign Uniform, are 
the minimum uniform items required for all combatant members of the unit. There are enough variations to 
allow for individual choices, but still remain within the regulations and standards of the period. Many of these 
items may be homemade if you are good at that sort of thing. There are patterns and excellent sources of period 
fabrics available. 
 
The companies listed on our webpage have all been used by our members, and they deliver good quality 
products at a fair price. There are also many sources available in addition to those listed. Wherever you purchase 
your equipment, please be sure you are purchasing the correct items for our period. You may want to check with 
the company officers or NCOs before you buy. Members have ordered substandard items in the past, and those 
sources were dropped from this list. If you find a good source for uniforms and equipment and would like to see 
it included in our list, let the unit’s officers or NCOs know. We are also interested in hearing about sources that 
did not measure up to your expectations. 
 

NOTE:  DO NOT RELY ON THE SUTLERS TO KNOW WHAT ITEMS YOU NEED ! 
 
If you are not sure of what is correct, please consult the company officers or NCOs.  An informal "uniform 
session" or “guided tour through the settlers” can provide you guidance for what you need, as well as to help 
you find the best quality and value for your money. Be careful in what you purchase, there are many different 
styles of some items, and you need to know exactly which one is correct for our period and unit. 
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CLOTHING and EQUIPMENT of the 2ND US CAVALRY 
 
 
PART 1.  ENLISTED CAMPAIGN UNIFORM 
 
 
1. Forage Cap M1858. Dark blue wool cap. Also called a “Bummer Cap.” Cap 

has the floppy peak that falls forward as you wear it. The Kepi 
(with the shorter peak) is not worn by enlisted men in our unit.  
The forage cap was issued for wear in the field. Regulations 
required the black felt Hardy Hat with the dress uniform. 
 

 Forage Cap Insignia M1858 Enlisted Insignia. (Some sutlers refer to these as M1861.)  
Brass crossed sabers, 1 inch company letter “A,”  ⅝ inch (some 
times advertised as ¾ inch) regimental number “2.” The 
regulations only required the company letter.  Photos of the period 
however, show enlisted men wearing different combinations of 
corps insignia (crossed sabers), letters, and numbers. Most men 
wore no insignia at all on their caps. 
 

2.  Uniform Jacket Mounted Services Shell Jacket. Dark blue wool with yellow trim.  
This jacket has 12 buttons on the front. (Artillery wore the same 
jacket trimmed in red.) This was the issued jacket worn with the 
dress uniform, but it was also used in the field. The dress uniform, 
included brass shoulder scales. Pride in the old Dragoon units 
remained high, and some veterans wore the “Dragoon Orange” 
trim on their jackets throughout the war.   
 

 Optional Jacket Fatigue Jacket (4-Button Sack Coat).  Dark Blue wool.  This jacket 
is a little more comfortable and cooler then the shell jacket. The 
sack coat was very popular, and was worn by the majority of the 
troopers late in the war. (Consider this jacket to be an optional 
uniform item only after you have the Mounted Services Shell 
Jacket.) If you can only afford one jacket, the shell jacket is the 
preferred item.)   
 

 NCO Chevrons Noncommissioned Officers (NCOs) wore ½ inch wide yellow 
wool chevrons (stripes) pointing down, above the elbow on each 
arm of the uniform jacket and overcoat. Corporal’s chevrons have 
two stripes and Sergeant’s have three. 
 

3. Shirt There is really no restriction on the type of shirt, as long as it is 
period.  Early in the war the troopers were issued the M1851 gray 
wool flannel shirt. Later, the issued shirt was white cotton or 
muslin. Many soldiers wore civilian shirts in a variety of colors 
and materials. 
 

4.  Trousers Sky blue wool Army trousers, Mounted Pattern. The mounted 
pattern had an extra layer of material in the seat and down the 
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inside of the legs.  (Dark blue trousers are issued early in the war, 
and a few troopers continued to wear them until they wore out.)   
 

 NCO Trouser Stripes NCOs wore yellow wool stripes on each trouser leg according to 
rank. Corporal’s trouser stripes are ½ inch wide, and Sergeant’s 
trouser stripes are 1½ inch wide.   
 

5. Shoes 
 
 
 
Boots 

M1851 Jefferson Brogans. These are ankle high lace up shoes. 
Issued to soldiers from all branches, many wore them in place of 
boots in the field.   
 
Rarely issued to the regular federal cavalry, but a lot of the 
troopers bought their own.  The most common military boots were 
made out of black leather with a square toe and a 12" top.  Civilian 
boots of the period were very similar to the regulation boot, but 
may have been taller. 
 

6.  Socks Any nondescript, boot-length, gray wool socks with plain tops (no 
colored strips). Correct socks are important when wearing brogans.  
Socks do not show when wearing boots.   

 
 

PART II.    WEAPONS AND ACCOUTERMENTS  
 
 
7. Carbine The 2ND US Cavalry was issued the Sharps Cavalry Carbine. In 

the past, good quality reproductions of Sharps were very expensive 
and hard to find. Therefore, our unit has allowed the use of any 
breach loading carbine.  If you do not yet own a carbine, we highly 
encourage your first choice to be a Sharps.   
 

8. Revolver M1860 Colt Army Revolver, .44 Caliber, 8 inch barrel, case-
hardened frame. The Colt was the issued revolver, but a few 
troopers carried other models, such as the M1858 Remington.  
Please avoid the brass framed revolvers, they are a modern design 
to lower the cost of reproduction weapons.  (The Confederates did 
make some brass framed revolvers.) 
 

9. Saber and Scabbard
  

M1860 Light Cavalry Saber. The M1840 Heavy Dragoon Saber 
was also used. One thing to keep in mind when buying a saber - 
the higher quality sabers usually have a blade made out of much 
more durable, tempered metal. If you are the hard hitting type, or 
come up against the hard hitting type during saber clashes, the 
higher quality sabers are well worth their extra cost. 
 
 

10. Saber Knot The CW issue saber knot for enlisted men is made out of sturdy 
black leather. The officers knot is more decorative and has gold 
trim. 
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11. Carbine Sling & 
Swivel 

CW issue sling is black leather, 2¼ inch wide. Carbine swivel snap 
(snap hook) is made of steel.   
 

12. Saber Belt CW issue saber belt is made of black leather. It has two straps for 
the saber, and a shoulder strap. The belt plate (buckle) is the brass 
M1851 Enlisted plate with silver wreath. The silver wreath is a 
separate piece of metal, it is not part of the brass casting of the rest 
of the plate. 
 

13. Cap Box Any of several CW patterns. (M1850 is the most common type.)  
Black leather with wool lining inside. This is most often worn in 
front, just to the right of the belt plate.  Since a cap box is such a 
handy place to carry things like ear plugs or car keys, some folks 
like to wear two, one on each side of the belt plate.   
 

14. Holster US regulation holster.  Black leather with cover flap. Worn on the 
right hip with the butt of the weapon forward. 
 

15. Carbine Cartridge 
Box 

Black leather box for carbine ammo. Worn on the back of the belt 
or on the carbine sling.   
 

16. Pistol Cartridge Box This is a small box worn on the hip to hold pistol cartridges. Just 
about every officer wore one of these, but it is not as common with 
the enlisted men. Consider this to be an optional item. 

 
 
PART III.   PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 
 
 
17. Canteen M1858 smooth-side or M1862 bull's-eye pattern. Tin with wool 

cover and a white cloth sling. First issued with a sky blue wool 
cover, but later just about any color wool was used. If you use a 
sky blue, smooth side canteen, you will be correct for the entire 
war period. (Snaps to clip the canteen to the saddle were often 
used, but these were not an issue item until the 1880s. Stainless 
steel canteens are also available that will not rust.)    
 

18. Haversack CW issue, black tarred canvas. (The CS usually issued white 
haversacks.) 
 

19. Mess Kit Tin plate. 6-8 inch diameter.   
Knife, Fork & Spoon.  Period civilian type.   
Tin Cup.  CW issue, or civilian pattern.   
 

20. Poncho CW issue. Black rubberized canvas with a slit to put over your 
head.  (A gum blanket is the same, but without the slit.) Consider 
buying two as they are used as ground cloths, or to cover your 
expensive horse gear and weapons in wet weather.   
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21. Blanket The regulation blanket was the M1851 CW issue, gray wool with 
black strips.  In 1861 a light brown blanket with dark brown strips 
was also issued. Many soldiers used civilian blankets. For our unit, 
any period looking wool blanket will do.   
 

22. Shelter Half (Dog 
Tent) 

M1862 or M1864 CW issue.  (The M1864 is a little bigger.)  Used 
for campaign camps. You and your buddy button your halves 
together to make one tent. Poles and stakes are usually cut from 
small tree branches.   

 
 

PART IV.   ENLISTED TROOPER’S HORSE EQUIPMENT 
 
 
23. Horse The US Army’s specifications called for geldings, of hardy colors, 

15-16 hands high, 5 to 9 years old. (Confederate troopers supplied 
their own mounts.) Our unit will allow any type of gelding or 
mare, solid dark colors are preferred.  No stallions. 
 

24. Halter & Lead Strap M1859 CW issue. 
25. Headstall M1859 CW six-buckle enlisted man's issue with no ornaments 

other than brass “US” rosettes with round leather safes.   
 

26. Bit & Reins M1859 CW issue curb bit, with curb chain and leather safe. Most 
reproduction bits are bright steel. We recommend that you blue 
them to match the originals. Enlisted men’s reins are sewn to the 
bit. 
 

27. Link Strap M1859 CW issue.   
 

28. Saddle M1859 enlisted man's McClellan saddle. Natural tan colored 
rawhide covered tree. All other leather is black.  (Officers may use 
Grimsley saddles, or other period types documented to be used by 
Federal Officers.) 
 

29. Girth M1859 CW issue, blue wool webbing.   
 

30. Surcingle M1859 CW issue, blue wool. This is a very important safety item 
and is required when ever you ride with our unit.   
 

31. Carbine Socket CW issue with iron buckle. Also called carbine thimble. 
 

32. Saddle Bags M1859 CW enlisted man's issue.   
 

33. Coat Straps M1859 CW issue. The M1859 saddle was issued with six of these 
to tie your bed roll, overcoat, and grain bag to the saddle.   
 

34. Crupper M1859 CW issue. Even though this was an issued item, not many 
troopers used one. Consider this an optional item; buy one if you 
need it.   
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35. Breast Strap Breast straps were not issued with the M1859 McClellan saddle.  
However, there were plenty of earlier breast straps from the 
dragoon Grimsley saddles still in use. Many of the State units were 
issued breast straps. Consider this an optional item. As an 
alternative, many troopers used an extra surcingle as a breast strap.   
 

36. Saddle Blanket M1851, dark blue wool with orange stripes. Often called the 
Dragoon blanket. 
 

37. Nose Bag  
(Feed Bags) 

M1859 CW issue, canvas top with leather bottom. To avoid 
trouble with the horses fighting over grain, the unit requires a nose 
bag to feed your horse on the picket line.   
 

38. Forage Sack  
(Grain Bag) 

CW issue.  Roughly 1 ft wide by 3 ft long canvas bag used to carry 
grain for the horse.   
 

39. Grooming Kit Wood handled brush, curry comb, and hoof pick. 
 

 

PART V.  OPTIONAL ITEMS 
 
 
 Overcoat  

(Great Coat) 
CW issue mounted pattern. Made of sky blue Kersey wool. The 
mounted pattern coat is double breasted with a wrist length cape, 
and a stand-fall (folded over) collar.   
 

 Drawers Cotton flannel or muslin long underwear, button fly. No one will 
ever see these, but some of us find the kersey wool of the trousers 
very rough on bare legs.   
 

 Braces (Suspenders) Civilian pattern. Braces were not issued. Troopers bought their 
own if they needed them. (To avoid the incorrect “Hollywood 
Look” please do not use red or yellow suspenders.) 
 

 Sewing Kit Civilian pattern "housewife”. 
 

 Leather Repair Kit Small stitching awl, harness needles, leather punch, 8 oz. waxed 
linen thread, and leather thongs.   
 

 Watering Bit CW issue toggle bit and reins.   
 

 Picket Pin Any of several CW patterns.   
 

 Picket Line (Lariat) Four strand 1¼ inch hemp rope, 30 foot long, with an eye (loop) 
spliced in one end, the other end whipped with small twine.   
   

 Spurs & Straps CW issue, enlisted man’s spurs were rough, unpolished brass. 
 

 Gauntlets Gauntlets were not issued, but they were still very popular with the 
troopers. Highly recommended for safety during saber fights. 
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 Wedge Tent CW pattern “A Frame” tent. These come in a couple of sizes.  

Most of the folks in the unit use the  6 ft x 6 ft x 9 ft size.   
 

 Canvas Water Bucket Collapsible canvas bucket for watering your horse. 
 

 Talma Knee length rain coat issued to cavalry. 
 
Federal Cavalry Officer Clothing and Equipment 
 
Mid-19th century society considered the officers to be a class above the enlisted men that they 
commanded. The pay for officers was higher and officers also received an additional allowance 
to purchase their own uniforms and equipment. Many, but not all, officers came from wealthy 
families. For these reasons the officers tended to dress and outfit themselves with higher quality 
uniforms and equipment than was available to the average enlisted soldier. 
 
Officers were allowed to draw from the normal quartermaster stores by paying the standard 
government prices, but most also purchased tailored uniforms and privately manufactured 
equipment. The range is pretty wide as to how elaborate each officer went in this regard bounded 
only by his finances and vanity (consider Grant and Custer as examples at each end of the 
spectrum). Junior officers (Lieutenants and Captains) should not be too elaborate in their dress or 
equipment, but a few “officer quality” items will greatly advance the impression. Before 
spending a lot on officer items, keep in mind that the officers in our unit are elected -- this year’s 
commander may be next year’s private, and vice versa. With this in mind, the material below 
should be considered as the minium for an officer impression beyound that already required for 
the enlisted troopers.   
 
PART VI.  OFFICER UNIFORM 
 
1. Hat / Cap Dark blue wool officers kepi or forage cap.  Optional black braid 

on the cap has one row of braid for Lieutenant, and two for 
Captain. 
 

 Hat / Cap Insignia  Gold-embroidered crossed sabers insignia in front with silver 
regimental number in upper angle of sabers.  Large insignia for 
slouch hat, and small for kepi.  Optional gold hat cord on slouch 
hat.  
 

2. Uniform Jacket Federal Junior Officer Shell Jacket.  Dark blue wool broadcloth, 
single breasted (for Lieutenants and Captains) with a nine evenly 
spaced ⅞ inch eagle buttons with letter “C” on the eagle’s chest.  
Often with black velvet collar and cuffs.   
 

 (Optional Jacket) Federal Officer Sack Coat.  Slightly longer than the enlisted man's 
version and made of dark blue wool broadcloth.  They usually 
have four, five or six button fronts with large ⅞ inch eagle buttons.  
(Wearing an enlisted man’s shell jacket with shoulder straps is 
never appropriate, but an enlisted sack coat with shoulder straps 
will serve temporarily until the correct jackets is obtained.)  
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3. Shoulder Boards Yellow background.  Two gold bars on each end for Captain and a 

single gold bar for First Lieutenant.  
 

4. Sash Officers may wear a crimson (not red) colored silk sash.  Different 
sutlers advertise these as burgundy, wine, or maroon in color.   
 

5. Trousers Officer mounted pattern trousers, normally dark blue, but sky blue 
is OK too, with ⅛ inch yellow wool piping or welt on legs. 
 

 
 

Clothing and Equipment of the 9TH Virginia Cavalry 
 
     Confederate uniforms and equipment were not as “uniform” as these of their Union counter 
parts. Since the average Confederate trooper was required to provide his own horse, tack, and 
often even his weapons, it is easy to understand that these items would vary widely. Therefore, 
members of the  2ND US CAVALRY / 9TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY are permitted to use almost 
any period item for their 9TH VA impression.  However, the 9TH VA was one of the South’s best 
cavalry units and esprit of it’s members ran high. Members of this unit took great pride in 
identifying themselves as a member of the 9TH VA Cavalry and they strove to present themselves 
as uniformly as possible.  
 
With this in mind we should stick closely to the few uniform guidelines below. All other items 
are the same as listed for the US Cavalry. If you wish you can use any color, period, wool 
blanket as a saddle blanket, but we prefer to use a gray saddle blanket for uniformity. You could 
also swap out the buckle on your saber belt with a Virginia Sate Seal belt plate but this is not 
required; many of the photos of 9TH VA troopers show them wearing the same M1851 Eagle 
with silver wreath as did the Union cavalry. 
 
Since much of the equipment, and even the uniforms, of the Southern troopers were very similar 
with those of the Northern cavalry, only these items that differ from these listed for the 2ND US 
Cavalry are covered below.     
 
PART VII.  PRIVATE’S UNIFORM (9TH VA) 
 
 
 
1. Hat / Cap Any period 19th century civilian pattern hat.  Most of the men of 

the 9TH wore felt wide brimmed, or slouch hats, but straw hats are 
also appropriate. Another option is a military pattern forage cap 
made of dark gray wool to match jacket.   

 Hat / Cap Insignia Starting in December 1863, the 9TH VA Cavalry adapted a five-
pointed, brass star as their regimental emblem. This emblem was 
be “displayed in some prominent place” on their uniform. It was 
“generally to be seen attached to the front of the men’s hats.” 
Photos show that the name of the company and regiment were 
inscribed on the star in a handwritten script: 
 “Co D 9th  VA Cavalry”.   
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2. Uniform Jacket The 9TH VA Cavalry wore a distinctive dark gray uniform jacket. 
The pattern is very close to the Richmond Depot or Army of 
Northern Virginia pattern jacket. Jacket has shoulder straps 
(epaulettes), but no belt loops nor piping or trim. Jacket is made of 
very dark (almost black) Richmond Gray or Charcoal Gray wool, 
with Virginia state seal buttons.   
 

3. Trousers
  

The 9TH VA Cavalry wore sky blue wool Army trousers, Mounted 
Pattern.  These are the same as the Union cavalry trousers. (See 
Item 4 in Part I.) 
 

4. Sash Officers may wear a crimson (not red) colored silk sash.  Different 
sutlers advertise these as burgundy, wine, or maroon in color.   
 

5. Trousers Officer mounted pattern trousers, normally dark blue, but sky blue 
is OK too, with ⅛ inch yellow wool piping or welt on legs. 
 

PART VIII.  CONFEDERATE OFFICER & NCO INSIGNIA (9TH VA) 
 
The guidelines for the Officers and NCOs of the 9TH VA Cavalry are the same as that specified 
for the Privates with the following additions:

1. Officer Cap Insignia Optional Officer’s Kepi with gold braid on the top, sides, back and 
front. Two braids for Captain and one braid for Lieutenant.   
 

2.  Officer Jacket 
Insignia 

Gold embroidery worn on the front of coat collar.  Three 
horizontal ½ inch bars for Captain, and two bars for First 
Lieutenant. Optional gold braid worn on each coat sleeve in the 
form of an Austrian knot – two braids for Captain and one braid 
for Lieutenant.   
 

3. Saches Officers and Sergeants may wear an optional yellow sash. 
 

4. NCO Chevrons
  

Same as for Fedral Cavlary. 

5. Trouser Stripes The formal CS Uniform Regulations called for both Regimental 
Officers and Sergeants to wear a 1¼ inch yellow stripe on their 
trousers. However, to avoid the additional expense of needed an 
additional set of trouser for the 9TH VA impression, the 2ND US 
CAVALRY / 9TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY will allow the same 
trouser stripes to be worn for both the 2nd and the 9TH VA. 
 



 

 


